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Abstract: Attention-based methods for deep neural networks constitute a technique that has attracted
increased interest in recent years. Attention mechanisms can focus on important parts of a sequence
and, as a result, enhance the performance of neural networks in a variety of tasks, including sentiment
analysis, emotion recognition, machine translation and speech recognition. In this work, we study
attention-based models built on recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and examine their performance
in various contexts of sentiment analysis. Self-attention, global-attention and hierarchical-attention
methods are examined under various deep neural models, training methods and hyperparameters.
Even though attention mechanisms are a powerful recent concept in the field of deep learning, their
exact effectiveness in sentiment analysis is yet to be thoroughly assessed. A comparative analysis
is performed in a text sentiment classification task where baseline models are compared with and
without the use of attention for every experiment. The experimental study additionally examines
the proposed models’ ability in recognizing opinions and emotions in movie reviews. The results
indicate that attention-based models lead to great improvements in the performance of deep neural
models showcasing up to a 3.5% improvement in their accuracy.

Keywords: attention mechanism; deep neural networks; global-attention; hierarchical-attention;
self-attention; sentiment analysis

1. Introduction

In the past decade, the dramatic decrease in computation cost and the drastic increase
in data availability led to the emergence of a new sub-field of machine learning, called
deep learning, which outperforms its predecessor by achieving very high performance on
large data. Deep learning, utilizes deep artificial neural networks, such as CNNs, RNNs [1],
LSTMs [2] and GRUs [3], which achieve remarkable performance in various domains, such
as speech recognition [4–6], signal and EEG analysis [7], computer vision [8–10], emotion
recognition [11–13], disease and cancer recognition [14] as well as in text classification
and sentiment analysis [15–17]. Indeed, in-text classification and sentiment analysis, deep
neural networks have demonstrated quite remarkable performance [18]. Despite their
interpretability disadvantages and their computational cost, deep neural networks can
model complex nonlinear relationships. The extra layers enable the composition of features
from lower layers, potentially modeling complex data with fewer units than a similarly
performing shallow network [19].

Attention is arguably one of the most powerful recent concepts in deep learning,
bringing out many breakthroughs in the field and improving the performance of neural
networks [20]. An attention mechanism effectively gives a model the ability to “attend
to” a certain part of the input sequence, which would arguably be a part with higher
importance [21]. For example, it allows an LSTM to focus on specific parts of a document
or sentences [22], as shown in Figure 1.
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Attention-based models have been used in various topics, including machine trans-
lation, speech recognition, and sentiment classification [23,24]. The field of Sentiment
analysis, in particular, has been met with increased interest by the research community
in recent years due to the rise of social media and the Internet. The vast amount of
opinion-heavy user-generated content available to us, whether that is a product review
or an opinion on an event, shows that effective sentiment analysis is needed. In partic-
ular, sentiment analysis is the computational study of people’s opinions, emotions and
attitudes towards entities, such as products, services and events [25]; it is highly sought
after by businesses and service providers. However, automatic knowledge extraction
about people’s opinions and emotional states can be a very challenging task [26]. As a
result, achieving performance gains, even on a small scale is of vital importance in natural
language processing and sentiment analysis [27].

Overall, in this work we present various attention-based models and study their perfor-
mance under different training methods and topologies for sentiment analysis. Specifically,
we present attention-based models based on recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and exam-
ine their functionality in various contexts and data. A comparative analysis is performed in
a text classification task where for every experiment, baseline neural models are compared
with and without the use of an attention mechanism. The experimental study additionally
examines the performance of the proposed methods in recognizing opinions and emo-
tions in textual data, utilizing widely used benchmark datasets. The results indicate that
attention-based models lead to si gains in performance of up to 3.5% in terms of accuracy.
It is worth noting that attention-based models can weigh the importance of certain words,
an ability that is quite limited in conventional neural network models. The main focus and
contribution of this work is to present and implement self-attention, global-attention and
hierarchical-attention-based deep neural networks, that can recognize sentiment in text
and then thoroughly examine their performance in various contexts and under different
baseline models, training hyperparameters and architectures.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews the related work on
attention-based methods and sentiment analysis. Sections 3 and 4 introduce the theory
and the mathematical background behind the aforementioned field. The experimental
study and the results collected are presented in Section 5. After this, Section 6 discusses the
results and presents the main findings of the study. Finally, Section 7 provides conclusions
as well as directions for future work on attention-based techniques.

2. Related Works

Attention-based methods have found many applications in various natural language
processing tasks, including sentiment analysis, opinion mining as well as in recognition
of emotions in text. Bahdanau et al. [23] present an encoder–decoder approach with
an attention mechanism that is integrated into the decoder by repeatedly reading the
representation of a source sentence, which remains fixed after being generated by the
encoder. Thus, the model can search for parts that are relevant to predicting a target word
and, as a result, achieved state-of-the-art performance.

Munkhdalai et al. [28] propose a middle ground between two popular deep neural
network architectures, recurrent and recursive neural networks. The approach named
neural tree indexer (NTI) is a syntactic parsing-independent tree-structured model that
learns a premise and a hypothesis representation and then combines them with an attention
mechanism, achieving a new state-of-the-art accuracy on inference and classification tasks.
Yang et al. [29] propose a model named hierarchical attention network (HAN) for a docu-
ment classification task that mirrors the hierarchical structure of documents. Furthermore,
since words and sentences vary in terms of informativeness, it has two levels of attention
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mechanisms applied at the word and sentence level. As a result, it can differentiate its
attention to more and less important content when constructing the document representa-
tion while also using context to discover when a sequence is relevant. The encoder used is
a GRU, and the proposed approach outperforms previous methods on six datasets. Yin
et al. [30] expand upon the previous model and propose a hierarchical iterative attention
model for an aspect-based sentiment analysis task. The aspect-based task is formulated
as a machine comprehension problem. The model achieves greater performance than the
hierarchical attention network baseline. Lee et al. [31] propose a method for identifying
keywords discriminating positive and negative sentences by using a weakly supervised
learning method based on a CNN. The CNN model is trained on sentence matrices, and af-
ter the training, a word attention mechanism is employed that identifies high-contributing
words with a class activation map (CAM), using the weights from the fully connected layer
at the end of the CNN. The main advantage is that it produces both sentence-level polarity
scores and word-level polarity scores by only using weak labels, i.e., the polarity of the
sentence from the dataset.

Lin et al. [32] propose a model for extracting sentence embedding by introducing
self-attention. In this new sentence embedding technique, each embedding corresponds to
a 2-D matrix, with each row of the matrix attending on a different part of the sentence. First,
the sentence is run through an RNN. Then multiple attention values are learned for each
RNN state, and then each attention vector focuses on different parts of the sentence because
a penalization term is added. It achieves high accuracy on both sentiment classification
and textual entailment tasks. Chen et al. [33] propose an LSTM model, which, unlike
existing methods, incorporates global user preference and product characteristics on a
sentiment classification task. The model is a hierarchical LSTM, and it generates sentence
and document representations. Then, an attention mechanism is used on the user and
product information, thus taking into consideration information at both the word level and
the semantic level.

Wang et al. [24] propose an attention-based LSTM method with target embedding for
an aspect-level sentiment classification task. The attention mechanism forces the neural
model to attend to the important part of a sentence when different aspects are taken as
input. The authors show two ways to consider aspect information during attention: (1)
to concatenate the aspect vector into the sentence hidden representations for computing
attention weights (2) to additionally append the aspect vector into the input word vectors.
ATAE-LSTM achieves state-of-the-art performance on a SemEval dataset. Liu et al. [34]
propose a BiLSTM with an attention mechanism to focus on the information output from
the hidden layers, combined with a convolutional layer that extracts higher-level phrase
representations. Fu et al. [35] extend the traditional LSTM-based approach for sentiment
analysis by using a lexicon. Overall, the lexicon enhances the ability of word embeddings
to represent words, while an attention mechanism is also introduced, which utilizes the
global information of the entire text instead of having a specific target.

Dou et al. [36] propose a deep memory network for document-level sentiment classifi-
cation. The proposed model can capture both the user and product information at the same
time. A memory network consists of several inference components combined with a large
long-term memory while also utilizing the memory as a knowledge base. The architecture
of the model consists of two parts. First, an LSTM is used to represent each document, then
a deep memory network consisting of multiple layers (hops) is used to predict the ratings
for each document, and each layer is a content-based attention model.

Li et al. [37] propose an adversarial memory network (AMN) for cross-domain sen-
timent analysis. In domain adaptation tasks, the term “pivot” is used, which operates
similarly to discriminative learning. The end-to-end AMN can automatically capture the
pivots using an attention mechanism. The proposed approach is evaluated against various
techniques, achieving a 4.36% better accuracy. Tang et al. [38] propose an end-to-end mem-
ory network for an aspect-level sentiment classification task. It can capture the importance
of each context word when inferring the sentiment polarity of an aspect. An attention
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mechanism is employed with external memory to capture the importance of each context
word concerning the given target aspect. Multiple computational layers are applied to the
input text representation, each of which is a neural attention model with external memory,
while the entire model can be trained end-to-end with gradient descent.

Shuang et al. [39] found that the keywords which express the sentiment for the aspect
word to a maximum degree are always close to the aspect word itself. To this end, two
parameters are designed for both sides according to their respective importance, which is
also to be learned through training. Directly inputting the word vector into the model and
generating the representations of the sentence vector will contain information that is not
related to the aspect word. Therefore, they use the location weight to emphasize the related
sentiment information towards aspect words in the process of generating sentence vectors.
Given the fact that location information is beneficial to obtain a better result, input word
embedding vectors are weighted by location weights. Since they expect the weights on
words far away from the aspect word to fall faster, which helps to prevent the interference
of information that is not related to aspects, they use the Laplacian probability density
function to obtain the location weights. The authors report quite interesting results and
indicate an accuracy of 0.8035 in the SemEval 2015 task 4 dataset.

Liu et al. [34] propose a deep neural network architecture for a text classification
task. The proposed model is named attention-based bidirectional long short-term memory
with convolution layer (AC-BiLSTM). In particular, the first layer operates as a phrase
representation based on word embeddings, followed by a BiLSTM that accesses context
representations alongside an attention mechanism. AC-BiLSTM is evaluated on sentiment
analysis datasets against state-of-the-art methods, outperforming them. The authors
conclude that for the convolutional layer, the convolution window size and the stride size
affect the classification performance and that the BiLSTM showcases better performance
than the convolution layer.

Chen et al. [40] propose a deep learning system specifically for short texts since such
a task is faced with particular challenges, such as lack of contextual information. The
main idea is to utilize external knowledge to enhance the representations by making use
of embeddings. Conceptual information is used to acquire the weight of concepts from
two aspects, with attention acting like a human being who has an intrinsic ability to
pay attention to important knowledge. The proposed system is named deep short text
classification with knowledge-powered attention (STCKA). It is evaluated against other
models and achieved quite interesting performance.

3. Deep Recurrent Neural Networks

As a base for attention-based deep neural networks, we utilize recurrent neural
networks (RNNs). A recurrent neural network is an extension of the conventional feed-
forward neural network. Long short-term memory (LSTM) models, which were introduced
by Hochreiter et al. [2], are also based on the RNN architecture. They overcome RNN’s
shortcomings when it comes to gradients and also improve the learning ability for long-
time sequence data. The differences are that instead of having a single neural network
layer, there are four layers interacting in a specific way. The LSTM unit is composed of a
cell, an input gate, an output gate, and a forget gate. The memory cell that is introduced
can preserve state over long periods of time, while the three gates regulate the flow of
information into and out of the cell:

X = [ht−1, xt] (1)

ft = σ
(

W f ·X + b f

)
(2)

it = σ(Wi·X + bi) (3)

ot = σ(Wo·X + bo) (4)

ct = ft � ct−1 + it � tanh(Wc·X + bc) (5)
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ht = ot � tanh(ct) (6)

where Wi, W f , Wo ∈ Rd×2d are the weighted matrices, bi, b f , bo ∈ R d are the biases of LSTM
to be learned during training, σ is the sigmoid function, xt includes the inputs representing
the word embedding vectors, and ht is the vector of the hidden layer. Overall ot decides
the output, using a sigmoid function on the “output gate”.

Gated recurrent units (GRUs) are a variation of LSTMs introduced by Cho et al. [3].
They include a gating mechanism and combine the “forget” and “input” gates into a signal
update gate as well as performing some other changes, resulting in a model simpler than
LSTMs:

zt = σ(Wz·X + bz) (7)

rt = σ(Wr·X + br) (8)

ĥt = tanh(Wh·(rt � X)) (9)

ht = (1− zt)� ht−1 + zt � ĥt (10)

where zt is the update gate vector, rt is the reset gate vector and ht is the candidate
activation vector.

The main difference between a recurrent neural network and a deep recurrent neural
network is that in the latter, we stack multiple layers of individual recurrent networks.
The idea for this implementation came from the problem that, while RNNs have depth,
this notion of depth is unlikely to involve a hierarchical interpretation of the data. By
applying the same computation recursively to compute the contribution of children to their
parents and the same computation to produce an output response, every node/phrase
is being represented in the same space. This technique is different than conventionally
stacking deep learners, where an important benefit of depth is the hierarchy among hidden
representations: every hidden layer conceptually lies in a different representation space
and potentially is a more abstract representation of the input than the previous layer [19].

In the context of this work, we utilize two different representations for the input text,
which are the one-hot encoding and the word2vec embeddings, and also examine their
impact on attention-based methods. Word embeddings try to capture the characteristics of
the neighbors of the target and, as a result, capture the similarity between words. These
vector representations of words map a word into a common space preserving the word
meaning, their relationships and the semantic information. The word2vec method [41]
that was utilized in this work implements both the continuous bag-of-words (CBOW)
and the skip-gram models to learn word embeddings. As mentioned above, word2vec
is a fixed dimensional real-valued vector representation that transforms an atomic word
into a positional representation of the word relative to other words in the dataset. We
also examine the impact of the dropout regularization technique [42]. Dropout aims to
reduce over-fitting by preventing complex adaptations during training and excluding rare
dependencies from the model. In addition, it creates subnetworks (child models), aiming
to minimize the expected loss by dropping out units.

Furthermore, regarding the optimization strategy used to update the parameters of
our model during training, we utilized the Adam optimizer [43], known for its robust
performance across various tasks. Adam computes and adapts learning rates specifically
to individual features. Contrary to other methods, it calculates current gradients by storing
a decaying average of past gradients while also utilizing momentum. The Adam algorithm
features fast convergence, low variance and a healthy learning rate that does not vanish. In
the experimental study, the parameters of the training procedure are presented in detail.

4. Attention-Based Methods

Although RNNs have been a great success, they have certain limitations [44]. Among
them, they are not efficient at memorizing long or distant sequences [45]. RNNs process
tokens sequentially, maintaining a state vector representing the data seen after every token.
The information from a token can propagate arbitrarily down the sequence by continuously
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encoding information. However, the main issue that arises here is that due in part to the
vanishing gradient problem [44], the model’s state at the end of a long sentence often does
not contain information about early tokens and as a result, the mechanism does not work
as intended.

The aforementioned problem was addressed by the introduction of attention mecha-
nisms. Attention mechanisms let a model directly look at and draw from the state of an
earlier point in the sentence. The attention layer can access all previous states and weigh
them according to some learned measure of relevancy to the current token, providing
sharper information about far-away relevant tokens. A clear example of the utility of
attention is in neural machine translation [23]. In an English-to-French translation system,
the first word of the French output most probably depends heavily on the beginning of the
English input. Though, in a classic LSTM model, to produce the first word of the French
output, the model is only given the state vector of the last English word. In theory, this
vector can encode information about the whole English sentence, but as mentioned before,
this information is often not preserved in practice. If an attention mechanism is introduced,
the model can instead learn to attend to the states of early English tokens when producing
the beginning of the French output, giving it a much better concept of what it is translating.

Let H ∈ R d×N be a matrix consisting of hidden vectors [h1, . . . , hN ] that the LSTM
produced, where d is the size of hidden layers. Furthermore, υα represents the embedding.
The attention mechanism will produce an attention weight vector α and a weighted hidden
representation r:

M = tanh
([

Wh H
Wυυα ⊗ eN

])
(11)

a = so f tmax
(

WT M
)

(12)

r = HaT (13)

where W are the weights to be learned during training. The attention mechanism allows
the model to capture the most important parts of a document. Using a hyperbolic tangent
on the representation would lead to a more complex feature representation h∗ ∈ R d that
would be more fitting for other tasks. Finally, we can get the sentiment distribution of each
text by adding a softmax layer in each final text representation r:

y = so f tmax(w·r + b) (14)

This type of attention is also known as global (soft) attention [23]. As we can see in
Figure 2, at each time step t, a global attentional model infers a variable-length alignment
weight vector αt based on the current target state ht and all source states hs [46]. A global
context vector ct is then computed as the weighted average, according to αt, over all the
source state. The idea is to derive a context vector based on all hidden states of the encoder
RNN. Hence, it is said that this type of attention attends to the entire input state space.

An alternative attention mechanism is self-attention [22]. The main goal is to overcome
the drawback of RNNs by allowing the attention mechanism to focus on segments of the
sentence, where the relevance of the segment is determined by the contribution to the task.
Different positions of the same hidden state space derived from the input sequence are
related to different positions, based on the argument that multiple components together
form the overall semantics of a sequence. This approach brings together differently posi-
tioned information through multiple hops’ attention. In Figure 3, the architecture of the
self-attention model is illustrated [32]. The embedded tokens are fed into LSTM layers
(hi). Hidden states are weighted by an attention vector (Aij) to obtain a refined sentence
representation that is used as an input for the classification. To acquire the weights, we
multiply the hidden states by a weight matrix and then perform a series of transformations.
With 2u being the dimension of the hidden state of a layer, a linear transformation is applied
to the n hidden state vectors from 2u-dimensional space to a d-dimensional one. After
applying hyperbolic tangent activation, another linear transformation from d-dimension
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to r-dimension is applied to come up with r dimensional attention vector per token. As a
result, we have r attention weight vectors of size n.
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A penalty term is used based on the self-attention matrix to prevent multiple attention
vectors from being similar or redundant. This is done by regularizing the similarity of
r-hops so that the attention mechanism does not always provide similar annotation weights:

P = ‖(AAT − I)‖2
F (15)
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Another attention mechanism is hierarchical attention [29]. The main idea is to reflect
the hierarchical structure that exists within documents as illustrated in Figure 4 [29]. A
bottom-up approach is followed by applying attention mechanisms sequentially at word
and sentence levels, but a top-down approach (ex. word and character levels) is also
applicable. Thus, this type of mechanism is said to attend differentially to more and less
important content when constructing the document representation.
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As the base of the entire approach, a traditional neural network is used on two levels,
first as the word encoder and second as the sentence encoder; in most cases, that is a
bidirectional recurrent neural network, for example, a Bi-LSTM. Then, a word attention
mechanism is introduced, which can extract words that are important to the meaning of the
sentence and aggregate the representation of those informative words to form a sentence
vector. Those “improved” annotations are then represented by uit:

uit = tanh(Wwhit + bw) (16)

Then, the annotations are again multiplied with a trainable context vector uw and nor-
malized to an importance weight per word ait by a softmax function as shown in Figure 4:

ait =
exp

(
uT

ituw
)

∑t exp(uT
ituw)

(17)

si = ∑
t

aithit (18)

Finally, the sum of these importance weights concatenated with the previously cal-
culated context annotations forms a sentence vector. Furthermore, a sentence attention
mechanism follows the word attention one, operating in the same way. Trainable weights
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are again jointly learned during the training process, and the final output is a document
vector u, which can be used as a feature vector for the document classification:

u = ∑
i

aihi (19)

5. Experimental Study

A concrete experiment was designed to study the functionality of various atten-
tion methods and thoroughly examine their performance. Publicly available benchmark
datasets were utilized, featuring different types of textual data, aiming to assess the per-
formance of self-attention, global-attention and hierarchical-attention methods in order to
provide a deeper insight into their performance on heterogeneous data.

5.1. Datasets

Reviews constitute the basis for almost all benchmark sentiment analysis datasets in
the literature used to evaluate a model’s performance [47]. The proposed attention-based
methods are evaluated on three sentiment analysis datasets, the movie review polarity
(MR) [48], the movie review subjectivity (SUBJ) [49] and the IMDb large movie review
dataset [50].

The movie review polarity dataset (MR) is a collection of movie reviews extracted
from the website Rotten Tomatoes in 2004. This dataset comes in two different versions,
polarity v2.0, which consists of 1000 positive and 1000 negative processed reviews and
sentence polarity v1.0, which consists of 5331 positive and 5331 negative processed sen-
tences/snippets. All the reviews are written before 2002, with a cap of 20 reviews per
author (312 authors in total) per category. What makes the dataset particularly interesting
is the informal language used since each instance is very short and the presence of noisy
polarity labeling.

The movie review subjectivity dataset (SUBJ) was constructed in 2004 by crawling two
popular movie review websites to tackle the problem of building a subjectivity corpus. To
gather subjective sentences (or phrases), the authors collected 5000 movie review snippets
(short text) from the website Rotten Tomatoes. To obtain (mostly) objective data, the authors
took 5000 sentences from plot summaries available from IMDb. It worth noting that only
snippets of at least ten words and only reviews/summaries of movies released post-2001
were selected, which prevents overlap with the movie review polarity dataset.

The IMDb large movie review dataset (IMDB) is a collection of 50,000 labeled and
50,000 unlabeled reviews from the website IMDb and was constructed in 2011. It is much
bigger than the previous datasets and does not have many correlations between the training
the testing set. It was constructed without allowing more than 30 reviews per movie and
contains an even number of positive and negative reviews. The authors decided to consider
only highly polarized reviews, so reviews with a score equal or greater than 7 are labeled
as positive, while reviews with a score equal or less than 4 are labeled as negative and
neutral reviews are excluded. In this work, we used 25,000 documents for training and
25,000 for testing.

The purpose of the text classification task is to assign each document to a sentiment
label, e.g., positive/negative/neutral. In the following section, the experimental setup, the
parameters and the collected results are thoroughly presented.

5.2. Results

To evaluate the performance of the proposed models on a sentiment classification task,
we compare every attention-based approach to equivalent baseline models that do not
utilize attention mechanisms. Regarding the preprocessing of the data, the representation
(embeddings) of the input documents is described in Section 3. The word2vec embedding
vectors are pre-trained on an unlabeled corpus whose size is about 100 billion words. We
trained all models with a batch size of 256 samples, a hidden neuron count of 256 and an
initial learning rate of 0.001 for the Adam optimizer.
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Overall, to implement the proposed models, we utilized the deep learning framework
named Tensorflow [51]. We trained the models on an Nvidia (Santa Clara, CA, USA)
RTXTM 2080 Ti since Tensorflow supports GPU computations, which heavily speed up the
training process.

To evaluate our models, we utilized k-fold cross-validation, which splits the data into
k subsets of equal size. Then the entire process is executed k times in a row by selecting 1
subset as the test set and the remaining as the training set. This leads to k non-overlapping
test data sets and k different accuracies for the model. Cross-validation ensures fairness in
the testing process and reduces the probability of randomly selecting a biased/bad test set.
We decided on a 10-fold cross-validation split, which is a rather popular configuration.

The models are evaluated on the commonly used performance metrics of accuracy
and F1-score. They can be calculated as follows: In our experiment, if we define TP as the
number of “true-positive” samples predicted as positive, FN as the number of true-positive
samples predicted as negative, FP as the number of true-negative samples predicted as
positive, and TN as the number of true-negative samples predicted as negative, then the
metrics can be expressed as follows:

After various experiments, we come to certain conclusions regarding the best hyperpa-
rameters and settings. One of them is that using a pre-trained 300-dimensional word2vec
and further refining it through additional training achieves the highest performance. Two
experiments were designed and conducted, and each one examined the performance of
different types of models.

The first experiment assessed the performance of global and self-attention mechanisms
using various models and parameters. Specifically, attention-based LSTMs with global at-
tention (Global-Att-LSTM) and attention-based LSTMs with self-attention (Self-Att-LSTM)
are implemented and assessed; their performance is compared to baseline models like
CNNs, LSTMs as well as more sophisticated models like multiplicative and bidirectional
LSTM models. In Figure 5, we illustrate the performance results of all the models examined
in the context of the first experiment, thus illustrating a comparison between the different
neural network models that were implemented and examined.
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The second experiment assessed the performance of hierarchical-attention mechanisms
compared to baseline neural network models. Specifically, attention-based GRUs with
hierarchical attention (Hierarchical-Att-GRU) are implemented and their performance is
evaluated against baseline GRU models that do not feature an attention mechanism. In
Figure 6, the performance results of all the aforementioned models are illustrated. Finally,
an attention-based GRU that also incorporates dropout layers is formulated (Hierarchical-
Att-GRU+Dropout).
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Both experiments showcase quite interesting findings. The experimental results on the
three datasets indicate that the attention-based models achieve very promising performance
as they outperform the baseline neural networks that do not make use of an attention
mechanism, to a great degree in all experiments. As a result, the examined self-attention,
global-attention and hierarchical-attention models lead to a performance increase of up
to 3.5%.

6. Discussion

The experimental study shed light on the performance of attention-based models. In
the first experiment, the focus is aimed at self-attention and global-attention methods. The
results show that baseline methods like CNNs and LSTMs without the use of attention
mechanisms report the lowest performance on all three datasets. Both attention mech-
anisms improve the performance of baseline models by a fair percentage. The use of
global-attention mechanisms in LSTM models increases the performance of LSTM in all
experiments when compared to the baseline methods. The use of a self-attention mecha-
nism resulted in even better results and the experimental study indicates that self-attention
LSTMs outperformed the global-attention LSTMs in all experiments. The global-attention
LSTM model reports an accuracy of 88.29%, while the self-attention one boasts an accuracy
of 89.12% on the IMDB dataset. Furthermore, the self-attention-based LSTMs with the
addition of word2vec embeddings performed the best across all datasets, reaching an
accuracy as high as 89.71% on the IMDb dataset.

In the second experiment, we examine the performance of the hierarchical-attention
mechanism. The results are quite interesting and showcase that baseline GRU models can
achieve satisfactory performance. The implementation of hierarchical-attention mecha-
nisms in GRUs can greatly outperform baseline GRUs in all the examined datasets. Indeed,
the hierarchical attention GRUs improve performance over baseline GRUs by almost 2% in
terms of accuracy. Additionally, utilizing a dropout technique proves to be quite useful in
improving the accuracy of attention-based GRUs even further.
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Ultimately, the experiments showcase that the attention-based methods can lead to
performance gains of up to 3.5% in terms of accuracy. In addition, it is worth noting that
the attention mechanism achieves the highest accuracy gain on the IMDb dataset. The
main reason for this is the dataset’s particular high sequence length. Furthermore, self-
attention reports the best performance gains as far as the examined attention mechanisms
are concerned. In general, a self-attention mechanism can relate different positions of a
single sequence to compute a representation of the same sequence. Thus, self-attention can
achieve higher performance when compared to the global-attention model, mainly due to
its capability to focus on very specific parts of a sequence.

7. Conclusions

In this work, we presented various attention-based models, including global-attention,
self-attention and hierarchical-attention models. We implement and perform experiments
on attention-based methods on RNNs, and in particular LSTMs and GRUs. The attention-
based methods implemented in this work can be applied to any text classification task as
well as other tasks and fields.

Overall, the attention mechanism consistently improves the accuracy of baseline mod-
els. From the experimental results, it is observed that the proposed deep neural networks
utilizing attention mechanisms achieve very high performance, thus proving that they are
potent and suitable tools for textual sentiment analysis as well as classification tasks in
general. The classification performance that was achieved showcases the prowess and scal-
ability of the proposed approach in analyzing users’ opinions and attitudes. Furthermore,
the approach that achieved the highest accuracy across the board was an LSTM on top of
pre-trained 300-dimensional word2vec embeddings, which are further refined through
additional training. The experimental study revealed various rather interesting findings.
The best accuracy result was reported by the self-attention-based LSTM with the addition
of word2vec embeddings, consolidating the fact that the examined attention-based models
lead to a performance gain of up to 3.5%.

It is apparent that achieving performance gains in classifying sentiment and emotions
is vital in natural language processing and particularly useful in a variety of systems
and applications. Recognizing emotions, sentiments and attitudes in textual data can
greatly assist in understanding peoples’ opinions and is highly sought after by businesses
and service providers. As a result, the attention mechanism has shown to be a strong
performer, which can satisfy the aforementioned needs. A direction of future work could
be to explore sequences of very high length and examine the operation of local attention or
other attention mechanisms on such sequences. In addition, another direction for future
work concerns the examination of self-attention, global-attention and hierarchical-attention
mechanisms under alternative deep learning architectures and training parameters, such as
different dropout rates. This constitutes the main direction that future work could focus on.
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